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Casa Vista
Price:  USD 365.000 (AWG 649.700)
Location:  Noord
Bathrooms:  3
Bedrooms:  3

Discover the beautiful home located on the esteemed north side of
Aruba, nestled in the Alto Vista area. Offering three well-appointed
bedrooms and three bathrooms, this residence is a testament to
sophistication and comfort. The property enjoys a privileged location,
mere minutes from the vibrant atmosphere of the high-rise hotels and
beach, ensuring residents have easy access to an array of
entertainment options, world-class dining, and recreational activities.
Whether seeking the excitement of the nightlife or indulging in culinary
delights, the proximity to the high-rise hotels provides an unparalleled
lifestyle experience. Situated just moments away from the iconic Alto
Vista Chapel, this home embraces the rich cultural and historical
charm of the region. Residents can immerse themselves in the serene
ambiance of the landmark, creating a unique sense of connection to
Aruba's heritage. The residence itself boasts meticulous attention to
detail and a thoughtful design, seamlessly blending aesthetics with
functionality. Each of the three bedrooms offers a private sanctuary,
while the three bathrooms exude sophistication and convenience. This
property is not just a home; it's an invitation to embrace a lifestyle of
refinement and convenience in one of Aruba's most sought-after
locales. Whether enjoying the vibrant energy of the nearby high-rise
district or finding solace in the cultural significance of the Alto Vista
Chapel, this residence offers an unparalleled living experience. For
those seeking an exquisite blend of peaceful and cultural immersion,
this 3 bedroom, 3 bathroom home in the Alto Vista area stands as an
exceptional opportunity to call Aruba's north side home. Arrange a
viewing to experience the allure and elegance of this distinctive
property firsthand. 
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